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Abstract

One of the most mainfest sign of wise men in Quran and narratives is "Divine obeying" And doing" legal commandments" This subject is useable from snatch and multiple Descriptions for wise men in the passages that was told. Allthough some of this commands could be foud out by absolute mindBut not most of them .we call them" Higher than the intellect" So its nessesary to explain the fact of wise ment in obeying in front of commands. This script is covering this title. And it can explain 3 answers to this subject. In Analyze_Descriptive way By Quran and narrativesbiengsign"of legal commandment and talking about further purpos.being scientific.With leaning to the base of certitude. And in the endbeing certain" Repulse the probable harms by doing themThey are 3 reasons that are going to be explained in this script.
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